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ABSTRACT 

For many individuals, the decision to own a firearm resembles a strategic coordination 

game.  Each individual’s decision is not only determined by their individual beliefs but 

also by the ownership rate within their community.  This theoretical model of a 

coordinated goods market shows how some markets observe stable equilibria for 

multiple firearm ownership rates.  At the threshold between markets settling on a single 

equilibrium or facing two distinct equilibria a small policy shift can result in a 

disproportionately large shift in firearm ownership. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The difference in color between New Hampshire’s White Mountains and Vermont’s 

Green Mountains seems to stand as the largest distinction between the two states.  Vermont is 

the 6th smallest state in terms of land and 2nd smallest in terms of population while New 

Hampshire falls in 5th and 9th respectively.  They both have a moderate but above average 

median household income, and, at the time of writing, both have democratic governors and bi-

partisan federal delegations.  Both are over 90% racially white and have among the highest 

median ages in the country. Neither New Hampshire nor Vermont requires licenses to own or 

openly carry firearms.  Yet 42% of Vermonters own firearms, the 20th highest firearm 

ownership rate in the country, while only 30% of New Hampshirites own firearms, 39th in the 

country. 

 Typically disparities in firearm ownership are explained away by differences in what’s 

commonly called “gun culture.” (Blocher, 2013)  The United States has almost 90 guns per 

hundred residents while Japan has only .6 guns per hundred residents. This distinction stands 

to reason because gun ownership among people is seen as a fundamental right in America, 

worked into the constitution, while this is not true in Japan.  Similarly, Belgium and the 

Netherlands are alike in many demographic areas but Belgian firearm ownership is almost five 
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times Dutch firearm ownership.  This difference can be explained by the contrast of illegal 

production of firearms in the Netherlands and the licensed production in Belgium.  Variance 

in ownership rates can certainly be explained by differences in cultures or laws but such 

differences cannot explain differences within Northern New England. 

 The decision to arm is typically influenced by the actions of other individuals within 

the community.  There is a well-established connection between crime and firearm ownership 

(Kleck & Patterson, 1993) that suggests individuals arm themselves to protect themselves and 

their families.  A reasonably safe community thus inherits a fairly low ownership rate and 

individuals with less of a need to arm themselves elect not to arm themselves.  To contrast, an 

individual within a high-ownership market is incentivized to arm herself because, if the 

community is already dangerous, arming becomes an effective method of keeping oneself safe. 

 More commonly, however, we see a sort of paradox regarding arming in markets 

directly after crises.  After the shooting at Sandy Hook, for example, much of the public 

expressed a great need for increased firearm regulations and limiting the number of guns held 

in the community indicating a shift in public perspective.  Simultaneously, however, there were 

lines stretching out the doors of firearm dispensaries for individuals who felt that now, more 

than ever, a firearm was necessary to protect themselves.  Within the immediate aftermath of 

the crisis there was both a push for fewer firearms being owned and more guns being purchased 

–an odd impact of a single event. 

 The model in this paper proposes solutions to both the school-shooting paradox and the 

disparity in ownership rates between similar markets.  The model visualizes a market 

parameterized by the distribution of individuals in the market and the particular value that they 

receive from owning a gun as well as the opportunity cost of owning a firearm within the 
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market.  Society is further incentivized to coordinate such that an individual’s decision is 

affected by the proportion of society that arms.  Each individual faces an expected ownership 

rate before deciding whether to purchase a firearm or not.  The expected ownership rate leads 

to an actualized ownership rate, the proportion of the population that actually decided to arm 

based on their expectations.  Only when the observed ownership rate is the same as the 

expected rate is the market at equilibrium. 

A school shooting would shock the market, specifically causing people to think the 

market is less safe and that they must be more protected.  This would affect the parameters of 

the market and cause an equilibrium at a higher ownership rate than before the crisis.  This 

higher equilibrium ownership rate gives individuals a greater incentive to arm than they had 

before, regardless of if they elect to arm or not.  Those who still decide not to arm face a higher 

opportunity cost to not arming than they previously had.  These individuals would like to enact 

a policy which would lower ownership rates so they would, as a result, face lower opportunity 

costs. 

 The novel feature of this model is that certain permutations of beliefs and preferences 

cause a market to admit multiple equilibria.  While it remains true that differences in “gun 

culture” and other market specific beliefs affect ownership rates, it is also true that two 

identically structured societies can have vastly different ownership rates.  This result occurs 

because of the feedback between an individual’s (rational) prediction about gun ownership 

rates and the actualized ownership rates.  If the expected ownership rate is low than the 

coordinative benefit from arming is low and only few individuals will choose to arm (those 

that especially enjoy owning a gun).  If the expected ownership rate is high, however, the value 

of coordination is high and much more of the market will elect to arm.  With identical 
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preferences (in these particular markets) it is possible to observe both high, and low, ownership 

rates. 

 If guns were normal goods instead of coordinated goods (as they are in this model) they 

would follow the laws of single-equilibrium markets where equilibrium shifts are proportional 

to the elasticity’s of supply and demand.  In normal markets a marginal policy shift causing a 

small increase in price leads only to a proportionally small change in quantity.  An implication 

of this model is that these same marginal changes in policy may cause demand to shift, not 

proportionally, but from the high to low coordinated equilibrium (or vice versa), so that small 

policy changes can have potentially large effects on ownership rates. 

 This paper attempts to develop a model that indicates resulting equilibria in markets in 

which a continuous distribution of individuals may coordinate.  Section two describes existing 

literature.  Section three formalizes the model, sets forth the necessary assumptions, and 

outlines relevant features.  In section four I analyze the equilibrium of the model, prove the 

existence of multiple equilibria, and demonstrate extensions thereof.  Section five incorporates 

supply into the model thereby allowing for the analysis of market equilibrium. This enables 

further examination of potential policy applications.  Section six concludes. 

2. RELATED LITERATURE 

This project is motivated by existing empirical work regarding the relation of gun 

ownership to crime.  Of particular interest were papers regarding violent crime following the 

implementation of the Australian National Firearms Agreement (NFA) in 1996.  The NFA 

followed the tragic shooting at Port Arthur in which 35 people were killed and is among the 

most restrictive firearm bans in the world.  The effects of the ban as it relates to resulting crime 
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have been debated, however.  The largest argument in favor of the ban has always been the 

“effect” it seems to have had on mass shootings (“mass” defined as four or more fatalities), of 

which there were 13 in the 18 years prior to the NFA and none in the 18 years following.  The 

significance of that particular statistic, however, is overestimated.  Such a small number of 

data points, especially among events that are isolated incidents by their nature, renders the 

figure statistically insignificant, but the note that there used to be mass shootings and now there 

are none causes the argument to be overused.  There are those who argue that the NFA reduced 

total firearm deaths and homicide rates (Chapman, Alpers, Agho, and Jones, 2006), those who 

argue that the substantive effect the NFA had was lowering firearm suicides (Baker & 

McPhedran, 2007), and further, those who argue that the NFA had no significant effects 

whatsoever (Lee & Suardi, 2010).  The ongoing research into the effect of policy shifts on 

firearm ownership and crime is a driving force behind any work regarding firearm policy.  This 

project aims to tackle the same driving question (the effect of policy on firearm ownership and 

safety) using theoretical methods instead of empirics. 

There is further empirical work done on the results of gun ownership in America.  

While there is little literature trying to prove a causal link from gun ownership to crime, (Kleck 

& Patterson, 1993) argue while that gun ownership rates do not have a significant effect on 

crime rates, but crime rates do have an effect on gun ownership rates.  This study is particularly 

interesting because it presents a case that firearm ownership rates may be a factor of previous 

firearm ownership rates; an effect that is strongly applicable to this model.  There is also work 

on the dangers involved in keeping a gun in the house, especially as it relates to an increased 

likelihood of suicide (Brent & Bridge 2003), (Miller & Hemenway, 2008).  This supports my 

claim that there is an inherent danger associated with keeping a firearm in the house. 
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The theoretical model is a simple coordination game in which individuals are 

incentivized to coordinate but face different utility depending on which equilibrium they 

coordinate on.  The concept of this particular game has been long postulated (Rousseau, 1754) 

and more recently formalized (Carlsson & van Damme 1991), (Bryant, 1994).  As the model 

is not identical to a “Stag Hunt” (as was coined by Rousseau), it draws on more general theory 

of coordination games (Cooper, 1999). 

A great deal of literature from classic game theory revolves around finding an 

equilibrium (Nash, 1950), (Nash, 1951), (Harsanyi, 1967-8) and establishing the link between 

ex-ante and ex-post beliefs (Alesina & Angeletos, 2005), (Picketty 1996), (Benabou & Tirole, 

2006).  This model additionally draws on literature regarding equilibrium selection in games 

with multiple equilibria (Harsanyi, 1973), (Harsanyi & Selten, 1988).  These, along with the 

literature on equilibrium stability (Samuelson, 1941) were helpful in determining which 

equilibrium were useful. 

My contribution to the literature is twofold.  Firstly, the application of firearms as a 

coordination good and the discovery of multiple equilibria in certain markets allows distinct 

ownership rates held by identical markets.  This addition is interesting but also a logical next 

step to the existing literature on markets with multiple equilibria.  Secondly, converting 

ownership equilibrium into a demand curve uses only simple microeconomic methods but the 

resulting discontinuous coordinated goods demand curve is unlike anything I’ve seen in the 

literature.  The implications of this – policy shifts removing equilibria instead of shifting them 

and complete markets containing multiple equilibrium prices and quantities – provide an 

interesting foundation for future work. 

3. THE BASIC MODEL 
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This model examines behavior in partially coordinated markets.  Partial coordination 

captures the idea that each individual’s preference for choosing a particular action is correlated 

with the number of other individuals choosing that action. That these preferences for 

coordination is partial implies that individual agents may still choose to be contrarian, provided 

that other aspects of their preferences dominate the incentive to coordinate. To determine 

which agents will choose to be contrarian, their decisions unaffected by the rest of the market, 

utility must have an individual component that distinguishes individuals’ choses from those of 

the group.  This simple parameters allow for the construction of a game played by differentiated 

actors wherein there may be partial, or incomplete, coordination. 

3.1. Utility Function.  The model contains a continuum of agents, indexed by 𝑖€[0,1] each of 

whom must determine whether to arm or not. The utility of not arming is normalized to 0, 

whilst the utility of arming is given by the following expression: 

𝑈(𝐴𝑟𝑚) =  𝑃(𝑞𝑒) + 𝐷 + 𝐻𝑖 

Where 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) reflects the value of coordination experienced by society and Hi is an individual’s 

particular utility from arming.  𝐷 reflects the opportunity cost of owning a firearm 

incorporating both the societally perceived danger of keeping a firearm in the home and other 

costs including enforced regulation, maintenance, and initial retail price.  The amount that 

individuals enjoy owning a firearm for sentimental reasons or the amount individuals enjoy 

eating game that they have personally hunted differs on an individual level, and is thus 

incorporated in the individualized term.  𝐷, therefor, is commonly observed by the entire 

market as all individuality is incorporated into 𝐻𝑖.  The separation of these terms further allows 

for policy implication as implemented policies can be effect the entire market equally. 
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3.2. Societal Expectation and Coordination.  This model presents an elegant example of a 

coordination game: individuals have incentive to act based on the actions of the market as a 

whole.  Since individuals’ utility depends upon the overall ownership rate and all individuals 

make arming choices simultaneously, individuals must make choices based on their 

expectation of the societal firearm ownership rate.  The ex-ante belief about the firearm 

ownership rate is given by 𝑞𝑒, the proportion of the population expected to arm.  Individuals 

make their choices taking 𝑞𝑒 as given. Of course (as I argue below), in equilibrium, individuals’ 

beliefs must be consistent with optimal behavior. 

 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) incorporates every coordinated effect and is the term that causes the rational 

expectation of ownership to influence utility.  The only requirement (for an equilibrium to 

exist) for 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) is that it must be continuous within the bounds of 𝑞𝑒, zero to one.  In this 

paper, I assume that 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing in 𝑞𝑒. In the former 

case, agents find it more valuable to arm themselves when a higher proportion of the polity is 

armed. Intuitively, as more people are armed, the probability of needing to defend oneself 

against an armed agent increases. This assumption is intuitive, and I claim the natural tension 

to include in the model. (This assumption is in no way at odds with the idea that individuals 

would prefer that the community be armed at a lower rate – merely that individuals have a 

stronger incentive to arm themselves when the community is more intensely armed, taking the 

community rate as given.) 

The latter case takes the opposite position that the benefits of arming oneself decrease 

in the fraction of the population who are armed. This can be rationalized by assuming that 

individuals gain utility from coerce others, yet the ability to coerce decreases the more armed 

the population.  Additionally there may be a fear that one is only in danger from another agent’s 
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firearm if they arm themselves and that there is a likelihood that one is preemptively fired 

upon.  This intuition states that if you do not arm, an agent who does arm has no reason to fire 

at you as they do not fear you firing at them.  

Whilst these two cases are `natural’, they by no means exhaustive. One can imagine 

preferences that are increasing over some intervals and decreasing over others, and so on. 

Indeed, all that is required for an equilibrium to exist is that 𝑃 is continuous in 𝑞𝑒. As always, 

however, stronger assumptions are required to generate useful comparative statics. 

 Both the expectation of the ownership rate and the value of the coordination term are 

commonly experienced for all individuals within the market. 

3.3. Cultural Distribution.  The aforementioned 𝐻𝑖 term represents an individualized cost or 

benefit of acting, and this is unknown to other individuals.  I assume, however, that all 

individuals commonly observe the distribution of 𝐻 across the population, and so each 

individual can assess the behavior of the community in the aggregate.  Let 𝑓(𝐻) denote the 

probability density function of 𝐻 within the market. 
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 I assume that 𝑓(𝐻) has a quadratic functional form, given by 𝑓(𝐻) = −(16𝛾^3 (𝐻 −

𝛽)^2)/9 + 𝛾 where 𝛽 effects the horizontal shift of the curve and γ effects both the height of 

the peak and the amplitude of the curve.1  The functional form assumption is purely for 

tractability. To generate the dynamics outlined in this model, it suffices that 𝑓(𝐻) be unimodal. 

This assumption is quite reasonable – it states the large proportion of the population have 

moderate preferences, whilst only small numbers have either extreme preferences for or against 

gun ownership.  

3.4. Bayesian Strategy Profile.  An individual’s strategy profile determines all the decisions 

she will make depending on her beliefs about the rest of the market.  For every ex-ante belief 

                                                           
1 The function is an adjustment of the more typical way to write quadratics: 𝛼(𝐻 − 𝛽)2 + 𝛾 such that the area 

under the curve is equal to one and such can act as a PDF.  For this to be the case 𝛼 = −
16

9
𝛾3. 
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of the societal ownership rate the agent will either arm themselves or not depending on what 

maximizes their utility.  Different beliefs will cause the agent to update their strategy if, for 

that belief, their utility is maximized by playing the other option.  If the agent contains a value 

of H such that coordination plays a trivial role in their decision making their strategy will be 

to arm (or not) for any expected ownership rate.  If the agent is part of the market that 

coordinates, however, then their strategy will be to not arm while the expected ownership rate 

is low (or vice versa) up until a threshold rate at which they will be indifferent between arming 

and not.  Once the expected ownership rate exceeds the threshold, the agent will arm. 

The threshold for each individual is determined by their particular 𝐻𝑖.  Since 𝑈(𝑁𝑜𝑡) 

is normalized to zero, an individual will be indifferent to arming if  𝐻𝑖 = −𝐷 − 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) and will 

arm if 𝐻𝑖 > −𝐷 − 𝑃(𝑞𝑒). 

3.5. Strategic Acting.  As individuals strategize around a threshold ownership rate at which 

they are indifferent between owning and not owning a firearm, so too does each expected 

ownership rate make a group of individuals that are indifferent.  Let 𝐻𝑞∗ be the value of 𝐻 that 

acts a threshold of indifference for the particular ownership rate 𝑞𝑒
∗.  Any individual with 𝐻𝑖 >

𝐻𝑞∗ will elect to arm at that particular expected ownership rate.  As the model is of a partially 

coordinated market, there can be complete expected ownership (𝑞𝑒 = 1) yet some individuals 

best respond by not arming.  𝐻1, or the 𝐻 at which an individual is indifferent between arming 

and not when they believe that everybody in society will arm is given by 𝐻 as the lowest value 

of 𝐻 for which people may be indifferent.  Symmetrically 𝐻 = 𝐻0 as the value at which an 

individual is arming even they rationally expect no one to arm. 
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 Either 𝐻 or 𝐻 may be within, beyond, or equal to 𝛽 ±
3

4𝛾
, the x-intercepts of 𝑓(𝐻).  The 

two could fall exactly on the bounds of 𝑓(𝐻) which would be formalized as 𝐻 = 𝛽 −
3

4𝛾
 and 

𝐻 = 𝛽 +
3

4𝛾
.  In this case every individual in the market is playing a coordination game as even 

the most extreme agents would be indifferent between stratagies for extreme expected 

ownership rates.  If the thresholds for owning are beyond the confines of the market [𝐻 < 𝛽 −

3

4𝛾
< 𝛽 +

3

4𝛾
< 𝐻] then all individuals will coordinate and there will exist actualized ownership 

rates of fully coordinated markets (where everyone takes the same action) even if the rationally 

expected ownership rate is that only a portion of the market will arm.  If, however, the 

thresholds lie within the boundaries of the market [𝛽 −
3

4𝛾
< 𝐻 < 𝐻 < 𝛽 +

3

4𝛾
] then even if the 

expected ownership rate is complete (𝑞𝑒 = 1), there will still be individuals with H such that  

𝛽 −
3

4𝛾
< 𝐻 < 𝐻 who will not arm themselves despite the rest of the market doing so. 

3.6. Finding Equilibrium.  An equilibrium in this game is an ownership rate at which each 

individual’s chose to arm or not maximizes their utility, given their beliefs about the market-

wide ownership rate and where these beliefs coincide with the realized ownership.  Two 

conditions are necessary to achieve this equilibrium.  The first condition is that the ex-ante 

belief about ownership rate must be equivalent to the ex-post observation about the ownership 

rate as formalized as: 

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑒 

This condition must be satisfied in order to ensure rational expectations.  An equilibrium can 

only be achieved when the observed ownership rate is a product of each individual best 

responding to their rational expectations.  An observed ownership unequal to the expected 
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ownership rate will cause individuals to update their beliefs and strategies away from the 

observed rate. 

 Secondly, individuals must play the best possible response for themselves in any 

particular expected ownership rate, leading to an actualized ownership rate formulated as: 

𝑞 = ∫ 𝑓(𝐻) 𝑑𝐻
𝛽+

3
4𝛾

𝐻𝑞∗

 

Or the area under the PDF above a particular ownership threshold.  This simply determines the 

proportion of the population that would arm for an expected ownership rate as 𝐻𝑞∗ changes 

with expectations about ownership.  Given 𝐻 < 𝛽 +
3

4𝛾
  as above, we see that a positive 

fraction of the population arms no matter the beliefs in the market.  Every expected ownership 

rate produces an observable ownership rate. 

 These two conditions give the observed ownership rate as a function of the expected 

ownership rate.  Solving as a system of equations we can find that an equilibrium will occur at 

ownership rate q such that: 

𝑞 = ∫ −
16𝛾3(𝐻 − 𝛽)2

9
+ 𝛾 𝑑𝐻

𝛽+
3

4𝛾

−𝐷− 𝑃(𝑞)

 

 Within this equation is the coordination term.  As stated previously, if 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) is 

decreasing with 𝑞𝑒 (that is if people are incentivized to act against the market), this equation 

allows for one and only one equilibrium; any expected ownership greater than that equilibrium 

inherits an observed ownership rate less than the equilibrium as individuals gain utility from 

contrasting with the market.  This in itself is a clean, neat formulization: given a particular 
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cultural distribution and commonly accepted value to coordinate away from the market a 

single, elegant, stable firearm ownership equilibrium can be found. 

 

 If, as is more likely, people are inclined to coordinate with the market and 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) is 

increasing, the story is less clean.  Because 𝑓(𝐻) is quadratic, 𝐹(𝐻) must be cubic and thus 

the actualized ownership rate curve has a single point-of-inflection.  Thus the curve can cross 

the straight line, representing all points in which the ex-ante expectations equal the ex-post 
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observations, a single time leading again to a single equilibrium. In some specific cases, it may 

cross three times, allowing for multiple equilibria. 

 

4. EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS AND MULTIPLE EQUILIBRIUM 

4.1. Comparative Statics.  This model allows equilibria to be determined as a function of the 

expected ownership rate, holding four other determinants constant.  These are: 𝑃(𝑞𝑒), the 

protective value determined by the exterior ownership rate; 𝐷, the opportunity cost experienced 

commonly by arming; 𝛽, which reflects the value of H for the median actor in the market; and 

𝛾, which reflects how tightly the values of the population are grouped.  Examining each 
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variable when compared to the rest held as constants allows a more exact picture of the effect 

each component has onto the ultimate shape of the equilibrium. 

 The function 𝑃(𝑞𝑒), as the coordinative value of the expected ownership rate effects 

how important coordinating is.  There is no term that is not directly affected by a change in the 

expected ownership rate as this constant is instead incorporated into the 𝐷 term.  Furthermore, 

although there are many possible effects of expected ownership the only one evaluated here 

will be a scalar multiplier.  A scalar multiplier is the most straightforward way of examining 

how important is coordination to the public.  An added effect of only using a multiplier is that 

the importance of coordinating is not effected by the expected ownership rate.  Other effects 

could allow for a differentiated importance of coordination depending on the expected 

ownership rate (i.e. the more people arm, the more important it is to coordinate) but this model 

envisions the aptitude to coordinate is inherent within citizens instead of variably determined.  

For these reasons the function is formalized as 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) = 𝛿 ∗ 𝑞𝑒 where 𝛿 is the importance to 

the market of coordinating. 

𝛿 determines the importance of the population playing a coordination game; if 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) =

0 ∗ 𝑞𝑒, for example, then there would be no effect of coordinating in the market as the effect 

of coordination has been scaled down to zero.  If, alternatively, 𝛿 was extreme in comparison 

with the other parameters it could render the entire population entirely consumed by the 

importance of coordinating.  Individual tastes would be rendered unimportant in this scenario 

as the only effect that matters to every individual is the amount of ownership in the market.  

As such there would be a threshold ownership rate below which no individual would arm and 

above which the entire market would arm.  The actualized ownership curve would rise so 

quickly that at every expected ownership rate fewer people would be expected to arm than 
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would want to.  Because this would occur for every expected ownership rate, the only possible 

equilibrium would be if everybody were to arm (or vice versa) as no more than 100% of the 

population can decide to arm. 

 The parameter detailing the amplitude and variance of the distribution 𝑓(𝐻), 𝛾, reflects 

the extent to which a market is in agreement with itself.  An extremely high 𝛾 would yield a 

market where almost everyone values guns identically while a low 𝛾, although necessarily 

greater than zero, would imply a wide disparity of gun culture.  As 𝛾 increases, and society 

becomes more homogeneous, a marginal change in the expected ownership rate now effects a 

larger proportion of the population.  As 𝛾 approaches infinity there will be a particular expected 

ownership rate that will be actualized in no armament in the market and another expected 

ownership rate, only marginally higher, that would manifest a market in which everybody 

armed.  𝛾, for these reasons, is associated with the pitch of the actualized ownership curve: a 

higher 𝛾 leads to a steeper curve.  Adjusting 𝛾 becomes the most straightforward manner of 

determining particular markets that face multiple equilibria. 

The utility function can be viewed as the intersection of a population and of a type of 

individual who would play a coordination game.  𝐷 and 𝛽 both act in mathematically identical 

ways by moving their specific parameter along the x-axis.  𝐷 acts generally as a commonly 

experienced cost to arming and, more specifically, incorporates the price of arming.  In doing 

so, an increase in 𝐷 would price people out of the market; individuals who may have previously 

armed depending on the actions of the market may now never arm if the price has gotten too 

high.  The scope of people affected by coordination moves relative to the population. 
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A change in 𝛽 has the opposite effect as 𝛽 represents the mean cultural ideology held 

by everyone in the market and can shift the entire distribution of 𝐻 by a constant amount.  The 

larger 𝛽 is, the more favorable of arming the population is, and more people will elect to arm.  

In this case the population has moved relative to the scope of people affected by coordination.  

The larger 𝛽 is the more individuals find themselves arming regardless of the actions of the 

rest of the market. 

Because 𝛽 and 𝐷 are most important relative to each other, and mathematically 

represent similar things, it is helpful to group them.  What matters about the relationship 

between the two is not how high or how low they are as a pair, but how they relate to each 

other.  If both are high the demonstrated market will be one with a culture favorable for gun 

owners but a high price for guns.  If both are low then a market with little interest in purchasing 

firearms for their own joy would still be tempted by the low prices.  Most importantly, in these 

two cases the equilibrium ownership rates are equivalent.  The relative difference between the 

two, however, effects the y-intercept and height of the actualized ownership curve; the higher 

β is above D, the higher the actualized ownership curve will be. 

4.2 Parameters of Markets with Multiple Equilibria.  Clearly any assortment of variables 

will produce at least one stable equilibrium.  Many of these are trivial in that they arrive at 

corner equilibria (𝑞 = 𝑞𝑒 = 0,1) and many of those that do, do not present a single equilibrium.  

This dictates a clean story: cultures and laws can be drawn into the parameters above and a 

market—complete with the values of the individuals, the cost within the marketplace, and the 

interest they have in coordinating—can be shown to produce, through the model, a particular 

equilibrium regarding firearm ownership.  It is simply convenient when models of markets, in 

all their complexities, can produce a single equilibrium that holds real world applicability.  This 
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story is compelling yet intuitive, and thus fails to answer one of the puzzles in societal firearm 

ownership: why do similar societies with similar laws and similar markets produce distinct 

ownership rates? 

 This puzzle is solved with particular markets which resolve into multiple potential 

equilibrium ownership rates.  As people within markets coordinate themselves we can easily 

imagine a society where, if only a few people armed, than there would exist and equilibrium 

with only a few owners and if many people armed there would be another equilibrium 

reflecting that as well.  As explained in section 3.5, equilibria will occur when the actualized 

ownership curve crosses the equilibrium condition.  There clearly exists a possibility for a 

curve that crosses the 45o equilibrium ownership line multiple times.  Furthermore, as the 

𝑓(𝐻) is a downward facing quadratic, the curve of the actualized ownership rate must be a 

cubic.  The relative minimum and maximum of this cubic reflect the bounds of 𝑓(𝐻), or the 

values representing the most extreme individuals in the market.  The values not between the 

relative minimum and maximum are trivial in this exercise as it is formulated here and as such, 

in order to find multiple equilibria the curve between the relative extrema must cross the 45o 

multiple times. 

 We know that standard equilibria arise from the curve passing from above (more people 

want to arm than do) to below.  In order to find multiple equilibria, then the curve must again 

pass, but this time from below to above, before it passes for a third time.  The curve must cross 

an odd number of times (unless it lies tangent to the line) as the expected ownership rate, 𝑞𝑒, 

is continuous from zero to one and the actualized ownership rate at  𝑞𝑒 = 1 must be less than 

or equal to one (as the actualized ownership rate can be no greater than one or less than zero).  

In order for the curve to pass from below the line to above, the slope of the curve at its greatest 
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must exceed the slope of the line.  As seen in the comparative statics above, two of the 

parameters, 𝛾 and 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) have the ability to effect the slope of the actualized ownership curve 

and are key when finding markets that give multiple equilibria.  Once the slope of the 

actualized ownership curve allows for it to cross the equilibrium condition line multiple times 

the parameters 𝛽 and 𝐷 can be altered to ensure that it does.  In essence, either the homogeneity 

or coordinative appeal is paired with a set of opportunity costs which create a market that 

contains multiple equilibria.  For simplicity’s sake we will evaluate the set of opportunity costs 

that allows for multiple equilibria for each primary determinant separately, holding the other 

equal.  This is done to engage in the effect of opportunity cost on either market homogeneity 

or societal importance of arming without conflating the two.  The effect that each has on the 

opportunity cost will simply either combine or offset each other so there is no worry about the 

effect on opportunity cost if both determinants are in play.  For each combination of 𝛾 and 

𝑃(𝑞𝑒)  it is possible to find the set of costs that will produce the desired market, but trivial with 

regards to the effect it has on the associated opportunity costs; the effect on the cost is merely 

the combination of the separate effects of each deciding factor. 

 Particular values of 𝛾 that allow for multiple equilibria are the equivalent of societies 

that may form multiple equilibrium without weighing especially heavily on the necessity of 

coordination.  Setting the coordination term to its most simple value, 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) = 𝑞𝑒, ensures that 

only a relatively homogeneous society will even have the ability to produce multiple equilibria, 

as the slope of the actualized ownership curve at its point of inflection is identical to slope of 

the equilibrium condition when γ = 1.  We know, then, that 𝛾 > 1 and also, since there cannot 

be negative individuals arming, 𝛾 ≤
3

4𝐻𝑞∗
.  Through the latter equation the relation between 𝐷 

(which is a factor in 𝐻𝑞∗ along with the already normalized 𝑃(𝑞𝑒)) and γ is formalized with no 
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need to incorporate 𝛽 as it only acts in relation to 𝐷.  The larger 𝛾 and the more homogeneous 

the society, the closer 𝐷 must be to zero. 

 The market in this case all figures to act in a very similar way as they are all relatively 

similar to each other; the higher 𝛾 gets the more similar society is.  A relatively distinct society 

will have some people effected by a change in the opportunity cost of a good, but many more 

people still coordinating.  In a society where everyone acts the same, however, the line between 

nearly every individual coordinating and no individuals coordinating is fairly small.  What is 

assumed, and backed up by the model, is that an opportunity cost that strays too large in either 

the positive or negative direction does not merely present a single equilibrium, but that 

equilibrium will be at an extreme where every individual in the society makes the same 

decision.  Most importantly this dictates that multiple equilibria can be obtained by particular 

groups of people without substantive effects of policy; there are some groups that have a 

natural ability to contain multiple equilibria. 

 The other causal variable, the coordinative value function, causes markets only 

admitting a single equilibria to adopt multiple equilibria as it grows.  The more individuals in 

the market value coordination, the steeper the slope of the actualized ownership curve gets.  It 

should be clear that if 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) = 0, or if there is no reason to coordinate, those who value 

firearms more than the cost will arm and those who do not, will not.  This will clearly lead to 

a single equilibrium depending on the opportunity cost associated with firearms and the 

number of individuals willing to pay that cost; the actualized ownership curve would be 

straight line with a slope of 0.  The more individuals care about how much their neighbors arm, 

however, the higher the slope of the actualized ownership curve gets. 
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 When 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) > 𝑞𝑒 (i.e. 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑞𝑒 , 𝑚 > 1) the slope of the curve at the point of 

inflection will be steeper than the slope of the equilibrium condition curve, allowing for 

multiple equilibria to form.  When the coordinative value in the market only emphasizes the 

need to coordinate slightly more than the standard expected ownership rate, there will be only 

a very small range of opportunity costs that contribute multiple equilibria.  As the market places 

higher values on coordinating, however, the possible range of opportunity costs that produce 

multiple equilibria expands rapidly.  The more influence coordination has on a market the 

fewer restrictions the market has on possessing multiple equilibria.  If coordinating was the 

only thing that mattered, for example, there would be two equilibria: one where every 

individual armed and one where no one did, regardless of the cost of firearms altogether.  The 

opportunity cost influences where the equilibria occur, for sure, but if there is a large 

coordinative value there will be many prices that allow for multiple equilibria to occur. 

 While a market can clearly only exist with a single firearm ownership rate, the fact that 

the market contains multiple potential equilibria tells a far more interesting tale.  If the 

motivating question for this is asking why similar markets produce different ownership rates, 

multiple equilibria prove that identical markets can produce vastly different ownership rates.  

Two markets may contain the exact same distribution of individual tastes as given by 𝛾 and 𝛽, 

the same taste for coordination, and the same associated costs of arming, and still arrive at 

different resulting ownership rates. 

4.3 Equilibrium Stability.  Evaluating markets for potential effects of policy makes it clear 

that, while multiple equilibria exist, not all are created equally.  Despite the rigid mathematical 

determination of equilibria previously, markets exist in motion and more fragile equilibria 

quickly become obsolete.  In order to determine which equilibria are strong enough that policy 
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could be effected predictably, the idea of equilibrium must be refined.  By engaging in 

equilibrium refinement, strong and stable equilibria are separated from the fragile and non-

robust.  Policy shifts and market design only engage with stable equilibria as they lack fragility. 

 We defined the notion of stability according to how agents behave in response to a 

small shock.  An equilibrium is stable if, after a small shock, the behavior of individuals returns 

to the original equilibrium.  A shock is a temporary change in the market, either a change in 

the responses of individuals or in the market as a whole; within the firearm market a shock 

could be a shortage of firearms manufactured in a single month, artificially inflating the price, 

or a shooting that, for a few weeks after the event, effects the public’s view of firearms before 

returning shortly thereafter to previous levels.  The simplest shock to the market (and the most 

direct way to model) could be a slight miss-reporting of firearm ownership, leading the public 

to have an expected ownership rate that differentiates from the observed ownership rate. 

 If there is a small shock to a market in a stable equilibrium the market will naturally 

correct to the original equilibrium.  If, for example, the expected ownership rate is slightly 

higher than the equilibrium rate, the actualized ownership rate will be between the two as fewer 

people will want to arm than are expected to arm.  This pattern will occur in stages until the 

market has returned to equilibrium.  A similar shock to a market in an unstable equilibrium 

will lead to the opposite result.  If the expected ownership rate is only slightly higher than the 

equilibrium, than the resulting actualized ownership rate will be even higher than the original 

expected ownership rate, causing the proportion of the population who elects to arm to rise in 

each stage until reaching the next stable equilibrium. 

 Pictorially an unstable equilibrium can be characterized as one in which the actualized 

ownership rate curve approaches the equilibrium condition (the 45 degree line) from below 
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before crossing.  At any ownership rate where the actualized ownership curve is below the 

equilibrium condition, more people arm themselves than actually want to, i.e. if 45% of the 

population is expected to arm, only 35% of the population would rationally elect to arm.  

Similarly if the curve is above the equilibrium condition, too few people arm themselves.  Thus 

a curve crossing the equilibrium condition from below to above would result in a population 

over-arming slightly below the equilibrium and under-arming only slightly above the 

equilibrium.  A small shock in either direction away from this equilibrium leads to a 

progressive acceleration in whatever initial direction the shock took place. 

 There exists some specific curves which, after crossing the equilibrium condition once, 

lie tangent to it a second time without crossing.  In either case there must be a single fully 

stable equilibrium as the curve must cross from above the condition to below at least once.  

The other equilibrium, however, which lies tangent to the equilibrium condition line, exists in 

a state of semi-stability.  Clearly at these points the curve both approaches and departs from 

the same side of the curve, signaling that either a positive or negative shock will elicit the same 

response from the market.  If the higher equilibrium is that which lies tangent, implying that it 

both approaches and departs from below the equilibrium condition, any shock to the market 

will provoke individuals to sell their arms.  Clearly a shock to the left, an implied a slightly 

lower ownership rate than the equilibrium, will yield a strong movement towards the lower, 

stable equilibrium as exists in unstable equilibrium.  If, on the other hand, more people arm 

themselves than would at equilibrium, individuals would sell until they had returned to that 

partially stable equilibrium. 

 While small shocks to the market are a convenient adjustment to the model to determine 

equilibrium stability, they provide far more importance when incorporated into actual policy 
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discussions.  Small shocks to the market happen constantly.  For example, this model has 

assumed that there is a commonly believed expectation about firearm ownership rates when in 

reality data on firearm ownership is extremely difficult to come by, much less consistently and 

accurately published.  Firearm ownership is viewed with a great deal of uncertainty by 

individuals in the market and, even more importantly, the amount of noise experienced by any 

individual can change frequently.  It makes sense to think about the heuristic effects that could 

be had on the observation of either firearm ownership or the value protection which a firearm 

gives.  It is assumed that the entire market views these levels commonly, but any individual 

whose neighbor’s house has recently been broken into will have a temporarily higher protective 

value of arming.  As people near the threshold have their preferences shift at random, they 

contribute, on their own, miniscule shocks to the market.  These shocks are too small to be of 

any great importance to a stable equilibrium, but they rend unstable and semi-stable equilibria 

useless to any discussion of policy.  These equilibria would not require a large shock, such as 

a new tax, an instituted law, or a school shooting, to unhinge them and send markets towards 

fully stable equilibria, but lose practicality in the small shocks of everyday life. 

4.4 Policy in Multiple Equilibrium Markets.  Many market shocks are endogenous, 

relatively small, and most importantly temporary.  A knee-jerk reaction that markets have to 

events quickly fades from public conscious allowing a restoration of the original equilibria.  

Policy shocks, as opposed to endogenous shocks, have the ability not only to be relatively large 

but also to be permanent allowing for lasting changes to equilibrium.  While policy shocks 

may be public advertisements attempting to effect the nature of the population (think 

government sponsored ads about the dangers of guns), the most common policy shock is a 
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change in the price of firearms.  This changes manifests itself within the term for the 

opportunity cost D. 

 A common argument against taxation on firearms or other policies that would raise the 

price in name of reducing ownership is that, like normal non-coordinated goods, a marginal 

change in price leads to only a marginal change in quantity sold, depending on elasticity.  In 

these normal, single equilibrium markets, the equilibrium only slightly shifts.  In the multiple 

equilibrium market, however, there exists the opportunity for a far greater shift in ownership.  

A policy shift may not only shift the equilibrium at which the market currently exists, but may 

cause it to disappear entirely forcing the market to the other, now only, equilibrium.  A small 

policy shift will, if at the margin, cause a dramatic jump in firearm ownership. 

 These dramatic shifts occur when a market that had contained multiple equilibria before 

the shift only can produce a single equilibrium afterwards.  As explained in 4.2, markets must 

have values of 𝐷 within a particular range given the precise effects of 𝑃(𝑞𝑒) and 𝛾.  With these 

effects remaining constant, markets can face a policy shift only effecting 𝐷 such that 𝐷, which 

began within the range allowing for multiple equilibria, now exists outside of the range.  If the 

shift in 𝐷 does not move beyond the limits of this range than it will only marginally shift the 

already observed equilibrium, justifying opponents of firearm reform.  Additionally, if 𝐷 is 

shifted from outside of the range to within, a market will not flee to the other equilibrium, 

instead staying at their original, but slightly shifted equilibrium.  In this case where a market 

adopts a second equilibrium, there is a question of what equilibrium the market will settle on.  

Equilibrium selection is affected by the prior beliefs about expected ownership rates; since the 

prior (the original equilibrium) is much farther from the new equilibrium than the old, it will 
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remain on the old.  There is no mechanism for markets to shift from an old equilibrium to a 

new one since the prior expected ownership rate leads to the eventual observed rate. 

 This, however, presents an opportunity for policy shocks to share with endogenous 

shocks in that they may be temporary, yet still effective.  Take a market which experiences 

multiple potential equilibria and currently observes the higher of the two equilibria.  A rise in 

𝐷 will lead to the actualized ownership curve shifting to only a single low equilibrium, 

drastically altering the firearm ownership rate of the market.  The policy shift has caused 

tension amongst constituents, however, who now face higher prices for guns and ask to repeal 

the policy.  When the policy is removed the actualized ownership curve will revert to its 

original version, with the same two stable equilibria as before.  Now, however, the market 

results in the lower of the two equilibria because the expected ownership rate, the prior, was at 

the low post-policy equilibrium.  In this way a temporary shock to the market, if done to 

specifically bring the market from one equilibria to the other, will cause a shift in equilibrium 

ownership rate even after the policy has ended. 
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5. COORDINATED MARKETS 

5.1 Equilibrium Ownership Rates as Demand.  Until this point this project has dealt with 

the demand of firearms by consumers.  As has been previously stated, 𝐷 incorporates several 

things as the opportunity cost of arming including the price of firearms.2  As comparative 

statics on 𝐷 have illustrated, adjusting the opportunity cost of arming effects the equilibrium 

ownership rates which markets would fall into.  Thus, for every market we can find the 

proportion of the population which would like to arm depending on 𝐷.  𝐷 can be distilled to 

separate the cost of a firearm, 𝑐, from the rest, 𝑑.  Holding 𝑑 as a constant there is a clear direct 

effect from changing the price of a firearm to the proportional quantity which the market would 

like to own. 

 Just like any normal good this leads to a downward sloping demand curve as an increase 

in price leads to a decrease in quantity demanded and each price leads to a certain quantity.  

For prices that lead to multiple equilibria, however, a single price produces two quantities 

demanded.  Thus a single demand curve will contain two curves, the effect of price on the high 

stable equilibrium until it reaches semi-stability and then disappears and the parallel effect of 

price on the low equilibrium starting from the price at which it is semi-stable and then 

continuing as it remains stable.  Not only is this demand curve discontinuous but there exists 

a gap between the highest of the low ownership rates and the lowest of the high ownership 

rates, showing that there are ownership rates which cannot be achieved for any price of 

firearms.  This is a unique version of a demand curve, not only in that it is discontinuous but 

further that particular prices are associated with multiple quantities demanded.  It is consistent 

                                                           
2 We assume here, as we do through this project, that a “firearm” is a single good, not an umbrella term for 
many goods. 
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with the findings about markets which contain market equilibria in that a policy shift to the 

price of firearms can move the market from accepting multiple equilibrium ownership rates to 

a single ownership rate. 

5.2 The Addition of Supply and Policy in Coordinated Markets.  In order to best observe 

the effects of demand, the supply function associated with this market should be as simple as 

possible and, as such, is modeled linearly.  There exists a supply curve that intersects multiple 

times with the demand “curve” at two different prices and quantities.  Whereas before there 

was only the option to shift the price of the good, with the addition of the simple supply curve 

there is the ability to make policy shifts to supply as a whole.  There are millions of firearm 

owners in the United States and only a handful of firearm manufacturers; enforcing regulations 

and quality checks on each owner as a policy measure is far too costly compared to policy 

shifts on the manufacturing firms which, in addition to being less costly, would be more 

effective as a policy measure. 

 If the intention is to lower firearm ownership rates, then the mechanism, as in any 

supply and demand model, is to shift the demand curve to the left, traditionally raising prices 

and lowering quantity.  And yet while the effect of a policy in a typical supply shift is 

determined by elasticity, a supply curve that intersects with a discontinuous demand curve will 

result in dramatic changes in quantity to a supply shift, far greater than those kept proportional 

in the traditional model.  For example, if we assume that there is a negative externality 

associated with firearm ownership, that it leads to crime and endangers people, we see a 

socially optimal supply curve above the original curve.  The socially optimal curve, for the 

sake of this example, only crosses the demand curve once.  Increased regulation can lead to a 

decrease in supply as manufacturers now must include multiple forms of identification on each 
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firearm, as well as additional safety measures.  As the supply curve shifts from crossing the 

demand curve twice to only once, the equilibrium shifts from the original with high ownership 

at moderate prices to an extremely low ownership rate at prices above the original low 

equilibrium, but still potentially lower than the original price at the high equilibrium. 

 In a coordinated market a small policy change in supply, either increased regulations 

or a tax, can push the market from experiencing very high ownership rates to very low 

ownership rates with only a small policy shift.  Traditionally economic models and politicians 

describe a policy shift as having a proportional effect on the market, frequently arguing that 

such policies are not worth pursuing.  These models assume normal goods, yet for markets of 

coordinated goods (such as guns) a small policy shift can lead to a disproportionately large 

effect on the quantity of the good in the market. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Modeling firearm ownership as a coordinated market led to a number of interesting 

results.  The model shows that relatively homogenous markets and societies with a high 

emphasis on coordination are able to contain two distinct equilibrium ownership rates.  

Markets that are identical in culture, laws, prices, and values can therefore observe distinct 

firearm ownership rates at equilibrium.  Furthermore, as policy shifts effect the markets with 

multiple equilibria one of the equilibria may be pushed out of the market leaving only a 

single equilibrium, dramatically different from the now obsolete one.  A small policy shift 

that moves a market from multiple equilibria to a single equilibrium can cause a large change 

in the firearm ownership rate in the market as the equilibrium rate that had been previously 

observed is now no longer close to equilibrium.  Modeling equilibrium firearm ownership 

rates against price allows the formation of a demand curve that is discontinuous as some 

ownership rates will not be stable equilibria at any price.  Plotting a supply curve against this 

discontinuous demand reinforces the finding that a small policy shift, if at a threshold, can 

cause a disproportionately large shift in both firearm ownership and the price of guns in the 

market.  These findings, far from being limited to firearms and firearm ownership, can apply 

to any good that’s value, for at least some people, is at least partially dependent on the 

decisions made by others in the market. 
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